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Past and Present 
Felsham Upper Green and Bury Road 
 
The front and back cover of this edition of 
the G&F shows a view of Upper Green 
looking northward towards Bury Road.   
 

 
 
This photograph from a picture postcard was 
probably taken sometime between 1925 and 
1935.  Dating photographs accurately can be 
difficult but there are clues.  The main clue with 
this photograph is the car outside the shop.  I 
have been reliably informed that it is a Bullnose 
Morris Oxford four to five-seater Cabriolet.*   
 

 
 
Production of this car did not begin until 1924 so 
the photograph could not have been taken 
before then.  The car outside the garage is also 
a Morris but it is unclear what type it is.  How 
much did cars cost at this time?  Who in 
Felsham could afford to buy one? 
 
Suggesting a date after which the photograph 
could not have been taken is slightly more 
difficult though comparison with the more recent 
view from Google Streetview may provide some 
clues.  When, for example, were the houses on 
the right side of Bury Road demolished? 
 

The old photograph clearly shows the name of 
the shop’s owner on the sign over the door – Mr 
W H Ince.  Unfortunate initials in some respects 
you may think.  (There is an article about this 
shop in the current edition of G&F).  Other small 
details in the photo may be of interest.  The 
pump appears to be protected by corrugated 
iron sheeting.  Was it still in use in 1930?  The 
frontage of the little bungalow set among a 
copse of tall conifers can just be seen behind 
the shop.  When was it built?  
 

 
 
Another small detail that requires a magnifying 
glass to be seen is the sign on the wall of the 
garage building.  It appears to be an AA village 
mileage sign similar to one that can still be seen 
today on Brettenham’s Village Hall. 
 

 
 
It would be interesting to speculate about the 
identities of the two men standing by the car 
outside the garage.  Could one of the men be 
the garage proprietor?  In Kelly’s Directory for 
1929 an entry mentions:  
 

Hubbard, Albert E. motor and general 
engineer, petrol filling station, 
blacksmith and rate collector. 

 
Mr Hubbard was still the proprietor in 1937.   

CB 
* Thanks to Clive Burton for this information.
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Welcome to the G&F magazine 
 
Welcome to the summer edition of the G&F – 
the community magazine written by and for the 
people of Gedding and Felsham.  The 
photograph (right) shows some of the contributors 
to the first edition of the magazine which was 
published in December 2012.  This photograph 
first appeared in the Bury Free Press. 
 
The magazine is published twice a year and 
provides a means for local people to express 
themselves and share their thoughts and ideas.  
This edition has a largely historical flavour with 
original articles and features covering many 
centuries of history in our two villages.  There are 
two special features on important aspects of 
Gedding’s history.  Some of the articles may be 
helpful in providing ideas for people interested in entering the design competition for the proposed Felsham Village 
Sign.  In addition to the historical items there is a fascinating feature on the Compiegne Twining organisation and 
its recent visit to France.  There is also a very interesting article on barn owls in Felsham. 
 
To reflect the historical flavour of this edition of the G&F magazine, the cover shows a postcard picture of 
Felsham Upper Green photographed around 1930.  This photograph also illustrates the home page of the 
Felsham & Gedding History Group website that can be found at http://felshamhc.onesuffolk.net/  This 
website contains much that will fascinate villagers interested in local history. 
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Poetry and gardening 
IRISES 
 

 
‘Irises’ by Vincent Van Gogh 

Corps de ballet 
 
A tumbling disarray of greens and blues and 
mauves heave 
Out of the warm umber earth - 
A complete informality of intertwining jostlings. 
 
Bladed leaves sharply point all ways  
Roughly elbowing their neighbours in the rush 
To push up the delicately flouncing flower heads 
Dancing completely and extravagantly exposed. 
 
And there - the lone velveteen and shadowed 
white emerges 
And proudly pirouettes in the still air like a prima 
ballerina. 

 
Richard Hughes 

 
 

Summer iris 
 
I came late to growing bearded irises – in fact, I 
planted my first in the spring of 2012.  Unlike the 
irises in Van Gogh’s painting I decided to 
arrange them formally alongside the paved area 
where we have our garden table and chairs and 
where they would receive the full sun in June for 
over twelve hours a day.  Their rhizomes are 
hidden by parallel rows of lavender and garlic 
chives and in early spring by dense clumps of 
tête-à-têtes.  Before planting I poured bags of 
grit into the trench to provide good drainage.  
They seem to like it and this June they have 
flowered profusely.  There are dark blues like 
“Stepping Out” and light blues such as “Harriet 
Halloway”.  A more mauve, slightly frilly-edged 
iris is “Actress” while a blue with flecks of white 

is called “Blue Shimmer”.  But our favourite is 
“White City” which is startling in its brilliance. 

(See colour photograph on page 10) 
 
Monty Don gives 
some very good 
advice about 
growing summer 
irises: 
“In an ideal world 
all irises are best 
planted in 
September, but in 
my experience 
containerised 
plants can be put 
in at any time of 
year and ‘dry’ 
rhizomes will fare 
reasonably well if put in the ground in spring.” 
 
I did plant up another bed late last autumn with 
a dozen or so ‘dry’ irises called “Jane Phillips” 
and they are doing quite well but they have yet 
to flower. 
 

 
“Stepping out” (10 June 2013) 

 
In three years time I will need to take account of 
further advice from Monty Don: 
“Bearded irises are best dug up every three 
years and divided with a knife to make three or 
four clumps.” 
 
I get the feeling that our garden will be over-run 
with irises in a few years time.  At the moment I 
am hoping that the wind doesn’t get up and blast 
the blooms because our garden is very 
exposed. 

Christopher Bornett
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History 
The Felsham Shop 1900 to 1940 
 

 
 
At the beginning of the 20th century the Felsham 
shop was situated at the northern end of Upper 
Green in a house that can still be seen today. 
The postcard photograph shows that it had a 
glass-fronted extension going the whole length 
of the house and slightly to the side.  The photo 
is undated but was probably taken around 1930. 
The name over the door is W H Ince.  Walter 
Herbert Ince became a shopkeeper in Felsham 
some time between 1904 and 1908 probably 
soon after he married in 1905.  He bought the 
shop from George Godbold. Mr Ince was still 
trading in 1929 and the shop stayed in the 
hands of his family at least until the outbreak of 
the World War II.   
 
The Census for 1911 throws some light on 
Walter Ince’s household.  He himself is 

described as a 
“Grocer and Draper 
and Sub 
Postmaster” of 41 
years of age.  He 
was married and 
his wife was called 
Rose and she was 
29 years of age.  
He had two 
daughters and one 
son at this time 
aged 4, 2 and 1 
month.   
 

His household included a General Domestic 
Servant (Lily Dyer, aged 17 from Shimpling), a 
Drapers Assistant (Susie Stiff, aged 25 from 
Rattlesden), and a Grocer’s Assistant (Allan 
Sturgeon, aged 15 from Hartest).  In addition to 
these shop assistants, Walter Ince employed a 
Grocer’s Porter called Rowland Squirrel, a 27 
year old single man who lived with his parents at 
Castle Cottage, and a Post Office Clerk called 
Violet Hubbard, aged 21, who was daughter to 
James Hubbard, the Felsham blacksmith who 

had his forge immediately opposite Walter Ince’s 
shop. 
 
Thus, the Felsham shop provided employment 
for at least six people and must have been a 
fairly busy and successful establishment.  In 
1908, Kelly’ Directory 
describes the 
shopkeeper as “sub 
postmaster, grocer, 
draper, boot & shoe 
dealer, clothier, & agent 
for Huntley and Palmer’s 
biscuits.”  It would appear 
that the Felsham shop 
offered the villagers 
everything under the sun.  
It could be aptly described as a “department 
store in miniature.”  
 
The interior of the shop was probably divided in 
two with a grocery counter on one side and a 
drapery counter piled high with different fabrics 
on the other.  It is interesting to note that Mr Ince 
stocked factory made footwear which must have 
irked the elderly Mr William Last who was 
Felsham’s last boot and shoe maker and who 
also lived and worked on Upper Green.  The 
shop window probably displayed shoes and 
boots alongside fabrics, hats and clothes. 
 

 
 
The Post Office counter was an important 
adjunct to the shop’s business.  Kelly’s directory 
for 1916 tells us that “letters arrive from Bury St  
Edmunds at 7.50 a.m. and 2.25 p.m.; 
dispatched weekdays at 10 a.m. & 5.40 p.m.; 
Sundays at 11 a.m.   
 
Sorting and delivery 
would need to be 
organised perhaps 
along the lines 
described in “Lark Rise 
to Candleford”:  
 
One cold winter morning, when snow was on the ground 
and the ponds were iced over, Laura, in mittens and a 
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scarf, was sorting the early morning mail and wishing that 
Zillah would hurry with the cup of tea she usually brought 
her at that time. The hanging oil lamp above her head had 
scarcely had time to thaw the atmosphere, and the one 
uniformed postman at a side bench, sorting his letters for 
delivery, stopped to thump his chest with his arms and 
exclaim that he’d be jiggered, but it was a fact that on such 
mornings as this there was bound to be a letter for every 
house, even for those which did not have one once in a 
blue moon. ‘Does it on purpose, I s’pose,’ he grumbled. 
 
As the 20th century progressed, Violet Hubbard 
the Felsham Post Office Clerk, would need to 
get used to new tasks such as the payment of 
old age pensions and similar official business.  
Income from the Post Office contract was rising 
but just as valuable was the fact that people 
coming in for a few stamps, to send a telegram, 
or to collect a pension were likely to be tempted 
to make other purchases while they happened 
to be in the shop. 
 
What sort of jobs were carried out by Rowland 
Squirrel, the grocer’s porter?  Many local 
villages Cockfield and Thorpe Morieux had coal 
dealers or merchants.  Perhaps, Mr Ince’s shop 
dealt in coal too and perhaps one of the porter’s 
jobs was to deliver it.  He certainly would have 
been expected to move all the heavy items in 
the shop and he may have had additional 
responsibilities to do with carting items from the 
wholesalers back to Felsham.   

 
At the beginning 
of the 20th 
century the 
village shops 
began to sell 
packaged goods 
which eliminated 
much of the work 
that had 
traditionally been 
part of the 
grocer’s life, 
such as cutting 
up, weighing and 

bagging.  Some things such as rice and dried 
fruit were still sold loose.  Sugar was still 
weighed out into the blue bags, coffee had to be 
ground, and bacon sliced.  Even here though, 
there were changes.  Bacon-slicing machines, 
installed by many village shops in the 1920s and 
1930s, made a considerable difference to the 
counter assistant’s work.   
 
Mr Ince’s shop sold most things but local people 
would still need to go to market in Bury or 
Stowmarket for much of their fresh fruit and 
vegetables.  Even so, the shop probably sold 

items that stored easily such as potatoes and 
onions. 
 

 
 
Where did villagers get their milk from before 
1940?  Was it supplied by a local farmer or did 
the shop keep some for sale?  It is unlikely that 
the shop was able to refrigerate milk.   
 

 
Milk being delivered in Ipswich in 1920s. [David Kindred] 

 
The shop may have sold bread even though 
there was a baker in the village.  Kelly’s 
Directory for 1916 mentions a baker called 
Frederick Gowers.  It is possible that the shop 
sold some liquor but Felsham had its beer shop 
a few doors  down towards the Cockfield Road 
at the Live and Let Live, and there was, of 
course, the Six Bells Public House.   
 

Christopher Bornett 
 
Most of the photographs were taken at Gressenhall 
Museum, Norfolk which has an excellent re-
construction of a village shop representing how it 
would have looked at the beginning of the 20th 
century. 
 
Editor:  Contributions from villagers with 
memories of the shop on Upper Green would be 
very welcome for our next edition. 
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History 
A Summer Excursion to Gedding Church - 19th Century Style 
 
For adventurous cyclists in the 21st. century one of summer’s highlights is the annual 
ride around Suffolk Churches.  This year’s event is on Saturday 14th. September.  But let 
us turn our thoughts back 125 years to discover how our Victorian predecessors toured 
their churches.  I doubt whether many of the hefty cycles of those days would have 
sallied forth for the occasion   -   especially along unmetalled roads.  Travellers from far 
afield would break the back of their journey by train before transferring to horse-drawn 
carriage or pony and trap.  These nineteenth century explorers certainly got around 
fewer churches than we can now, but we may be sure that they ended their day every bit 
as exhausted as our modern cyclists. 
 
The 1889 Abstract of Proceedings of The Suffolk Institute of Archaeology and Natural History 
gives us a fascinating account of just such an event: 
 

The Annual Excursion of the Institute took place on July 18th 1889 [it tells us], when a large 
number of members and their friends assembled at the railway station, Stowmarket, to carry out 
the programme which had been arranged by the Council.  The route lay through Finborough to 
Buxhall   ...   Rattlesden [and eventually] Gedding. 

 
Why was Gedding included in this itinerary?  Almost certainly because St. Mary’s Church had 
undergone a complete restoration less than five years earlier and members of the Institute 
would be eager to see the improvements. 
 

 
             
 
As it so happened Gedding’s Rector, the Revd. J S Boucher, was absent from the parish on the 
day and, since a visit by so large and distinguished a company would be a wholly exceptional 
occurrence, we can be sure that Mr. Boucher must have been away on important and 
unavoidable business.  Nevertheless, he had made the best alternative arrangements possible.  
The whole party was welcomed at the church gate by the Rector’s near neighbour, the Revd. 
RC Temple of Thorpe Morieux, who read aloud a scholarly paper which Mr. Boucher had 
prepared in advance: 

Restoration in progress: Gedding Church in 1884                  
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“The continuity of Christ’s Church in this country is in no way more convincingly proved than by 
the continued existence of her ancient holy places, which appeal to the eye as well as the 
understanding, and form most indisputable links between the present and the past.  In this 
aspect, the curious old fabric still standing at Gedding is peculiarly valuable and interesting. Its 
records carry its history to the reign of Richard Coeur de Lion when Sir John de Geddynge was 
lord of the manor and dwelt in the double-moated castle or grange whose entrance gatehouse, or 
Porter’s Lodge, still forms a picturesque residence called Gedding Hall.   ...   ...   We may well 
conceive that Sir John built or rebuilt [the church] on coming home from the crusades, as a thank 
offering to God for preservation of life in battle and safe return to England. 

 
Mr. Boucher’s paper then moves on to points of architectural interest, in the course of which he 

describes one small window as a Lepers’ Grating, through 
which villagers who suffered from leprosy might watch 
services at a safe distance from other worshippers.  Leprosy 
itself, said Mr. Boucher, reached these islands with the 
returning crusaders.  These assertions gave rise to lively 
discussion among the visiting party. 
 
At this point, the Abstract of Proceedings breaks off from its 
narrative and introduces four historic documents or 
references, which I list below in date order.  It is noticeable 
that Mr. Boucher’s respectful and even romantic view of 
Gedding Church is by no means shared by earlier 
commentators. 
 
The gaps in time between these four passages are very wide: 
 
1392:  William Penbregge of Gedding by his will dated Aº. 
Dni. 1392, and 
proved the same year, directed his body to be buried in the 
church of S. Mary of Gedding. 
 

1694: Gift of the right of presentation to Gedding 
Rectory, extracted from the will of Mr. Catlyn, late 
Minister of Wickham Market, Suffolk, dated 31 
January 1694. 
 
1741: Notes taken by T. Martin: July 5 AD 1741 
 [Thomas Martin of Palgrave 1696-1771] 
 
[Of the church he says]:“A mean building (but old 
enough).  The Steple has been built in the usual 
square form, but fallen down within a few yards of 
the ground, and now top’d up with brick, and 
covered with tile as is the Church and South 
Porch: the chancel thatched.”  [Etc.  Etc.] 
 
1840: Notes by Davy. Transcribed by Revd. F 
Haslewood FSA. Hon. Sec. 
[David Elisha Davy of Yoxford and Ufford 1769-1851]. 
 
Church notes taken July 31st. 1840. 
 
“The Church, which is a small and mean building, 

Crusading squire: Sir John de 
Gedding (died 1293)  
[Photo: Magda Jowers] 

”Honest Tom” Martin of Palgrave (1696-
1771) Lawyer and antiquarian 
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consists of a Nave and Chancel.  The Chancel is 21ft. 2in. long by 16ft. 6in. wide, covered with 
thatch.   ...   ...The Nave is 35ft. long and 18ft. 5in. wide, covered with tiles.   ...   ... The Porch is 
of white brick, 8ft. 8in. N and S by 6ft. 8in.” 
 
The Abstract of Proceedings concludes: 
 

Before leaving Gedding, the members were conducted to the Hall... 
...   ...   This is but a short distance from the church, and has the appearance of having once been 
a place of great strength, although what now remains is but the gateway to the original mansion.  
The interior of the building is of massive construction, the kitchen possessing a curious flight of 
stone steps leading down to the moat.  The Honorary Secretary having given a brief description 
of the place, the company proceeded to 

 
Thorpe Morieux 

 
Where they were courteously received by the Rector, The Revd. RC Temple.  He and Mrs. 
Temple not only bade the visitors a hearty welcome, but also kindly provided light refreshments 
upon the lawn. 

 
And so to bed, one might think.  Except it can’t have been quite that straightforward.  After a full 
tour of Thorpe Morieux church, most of the members and their friends would presumably have 
to return by trap or carriage to Stowmarket station, thence by train to whatever Suffolk station 
they had started from that morning, and then by horse drawn vehicle once more until they got 
home. 
 
And so to bed!  Timothy Finn 
 

               

 
The Gedding Red Polls 
 
Photo: East Anglian Daily Times, 7 July 1982 
 
Caption:  CONGRATULATIONS ma’am.  With head 
inclined, this Red Poll bull appears to acknowledge Mrs 
Lucy Walmsley’s 60 years of experience with his breed.  
The picture was taken by Andy Abbott during the Red 
Poll Cattle Society’s field day at Grange Farm, Gedding. 
 
Information and photographs about the Gedding Red 
Polls at Grange House Farm would be gratefully 
received for a further edition of the G&F magazine. 
 

Restoration completed:  the new churchyard 
path is laid down in 2012 
[photo: Magda Jowers] 

 

An architect’s drawing of an intended 
restoration of Gedding Church which never 

took place. [Bury Record Office] 
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Jumelage 
COMPIEGNE 
 
What an amazing few days in Picardy – a truly beautiful part of France! The department, 
their equivalent of our county, is called Oise and was the home of many of the French 
impressionists.  It is easy to see why this area was so popular for the impressionist style 
of painting – so dependent upon the use of light and colour. 
 
Only 50 miles from Paris, this area was not only 
popular with the bohemians but also the 
bourgeoisie, Napoleon III had a Palace in 
Compiegne, the twin town of Bury St Edmunds. 
The region provides the Francophile traveller with 
all he could wish for. On the one hand there are 
the wide tree lined boulevards of Compiegne, 
with its elegant town houses beautiful squares 
and impressive civic buildings set against a back 
drop of expansive forests. In contrast to this the 
winding streets and alleyways of Auvers-sur-Oise 
the inspiration of Monet and the home Van Gogh 
represent perfectly the artisan aspect of French 
life. Van Gogh is buried in the cemetery here in 
the shadow of the church made famous in his 
own painting. The exhibition in the Chateau 
detailed the theory and history surrounding the 
impressionist movement including the role of 
Absinthe. 

 
Only in France can a shabby building façade 
with paint peeling from its door house a 
gourmet restaurant and carry this 
juxtapositioning off with such aplomb. We 
were treated to a meal of succulent and sweet 
Galia Melon with a rosette of San Daniele 
Ham. This was followed by a piece of 
perfectly seasoned chicken with a white wine 
cream sauce, gratin dauphinoise – potatoes 
layered and cooked with cream, accompanied 
by a green and yellow melange of beans and 
courgettes a la Provençale. We finished off 
with tarte aux pommes with cream Chantilly 
and a small cup of coffee that ensured the 
wine and food did not send us to sleep for the 
rest of the afternoon. 
 
Flowers are everywhere; crammed into pots 
on windowsills, planted along crumbling stone 
walls, tumbling over makeshift pergolas and 
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casually slung into faded enamel jugs. The beautiful 
shops with their seemingly effortless displays of 
flowers, bread, cakes and fashion tempt even the 
most reluctant shopper. The markets offer a range 
of food that any gourmet would be happy to select 
from – an array of fresh fish with lobsters moving 
around amongst the shellfish! The fruit and 
vegetables presented as though they were lined up 
on parade for an Ideal Home photo-shoot.  
 
Compiegne was holding its 23rd annual Wine and 
Cheese Fair – a delightful treat with the opportunity 
to sample at leisure offerings from all over France. 
The ubiquitous conviviality that accompanies such 
events was on display by the glassful. 
 
Should anyone be interested in joining the Friends 
of Compiegne please contact Maria on 01449 736 
944 or email maria@mariacrick.com 
 
Text and photographs by Maria Crick 
 
 

 
The Iris Border (See Poetry and Gardening page 3) 

 

Blue 
Shimmer 

Harriet 
Halloway 

Actress 
White 
City Stepping 

Out 
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Felsham and Gedding History Group 
The Reading Room 
 
As we download books onto our Kindles or 
read the news online spare a thought for 
‘The Reading Room’. Did you know that for 
50 years Felsham had a reading room?  
 
It was situated in the grounds of the Rectory on 
Church Road and was built in 1906 by Willie 
Brewer’s father who was a local builder and 
carpenter. It has been described as a 
galvanised tin structure, with an apex roof and 
having four steps leading to a central door with a 
porch providing some shelter. It had two 
windows facing onto Church Road, one on 
either side of the door. The rear wall was brick 
and there was a coal shed outside at the back. 
Inside there was one large room with a coke 
stove on the rear wall in the centre. It was half 
the size of a badminton court. After the Second 
World War Willie said that it was ‘sold and 
transported’ and there is certainly no evidence 
of it on the site now.  
 
This small reading room was presented to the 
villagers of Felsham by Mrs Anderson who lived 
at Yewlands (Felsham House).  Willie Brewer 
said that it was built specifically as a reading 
room with ‘strict rules  ...  quiet use in the 
evening ... like a library in the town’. 
Newspapers were provided and dominoes were 
also available, and accounts of its use indicate 
that it was mainly used by men. We do not know 
if it was restricted to men or whether it ended up 
by default as a male reserve.  
 
During its lifespan it did not remain as a reading 
room but had other uses, mainly as a source of 
temporary accommodation for local families in 
need. The first family to use it was the Barrett’s. 
They lived at Valley Farm on Brettenham Road, 
but in 1926 a fire destroyed their house and they 
lived in the Reading Room whilst the farmhouse 
was rebuilt. In the 1930s Esther Brewer lived 
there. The vicar, Canon Hind, was concerned 
that Esther was homeless and made 
arrangements for her to move in. Villagers 
donated furniture and she remained there until 
her death. For a time before 1946 school 
dinners were served in the Reading Room (the 
school closed in 1946) and then in 1946 Lewis 
Hubbard and his wife moved in as they could 
not find any other accommodation locally – they 
had been living in a caravan at Hubbard’s 
Corner. Lewis asked Sir John Tilley for 
permission to move in. He said that the school 
chairs and trestle table were still there from its 
use as a dining area. They rigged up a curtain to 

screen off a sleeping area. He cannot remember 
if or to whom they paid any rent.  Whenever it 
was used as accommodation water had to be 
collected from the well on Lower Green. 
 

 
 
The Reading Room was not the only source of 
support and activity in the village. The Six Bells, 
as now, provided drinks and a warm fire. It was 
also the base of a sickness benefit club in the 
1930s. People paid fees weekly to ensure that 
there was some support if they were unable to 
work through poor health. There was also an 
alternative venue for younger boys. This was a 
scout hut on Cockfield Road and was 
nicknamed ‘The Coker’. It was used by boys 
over 16 for 6 evenings a week. They could play 
cards, darts, and dominoes, or read the 
newspapers. The Coker seems to have had a 
more relaxed atmosphere than the Reading 
Room which by this time was also being used a 
home for Esther Brewer. Canon Hind supported 
the Coker as a ‘better’ alternative to the pub for 
the young boys of the village and it can be seen 
as an early form of Youth Club. 
 
Information for this article has been gathered 
over time by talking to members of the village 
community: Claude Barrett, Willie Brewer and 
Lewis Hubbard. It proves the value of oral 
testimony as we have very little written evidence 
of this much used and valued feature of 
Felsham’s past. If anyone has any further 
information please pass it on to one of the 
members of the History Group. 

Alison Shaw 
August 2012  

 
Editor:  This article first appeared in the ‘Village News’ but 
has since be revised and updated. 
 
Recent excavations on the original site of the Reading 
Room suggest that the brick wall at the back was in fact a 
tall flint-faced wall that screened the Rectory and its 
“pleasure gardens” from the road.  
 
Acknowledgement: Thanks to Brian Deards for permission 
to reproduce the photograph of the Reading Room.
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History 
The Felsham Fair 
 
For many hundreds of years during mid-August 
the lanes leading to Felsham were filled with the 
cries of shepherds, the barking of dogs and the 
bleating of lambs.  This was the time of the 
Felsham Lamb Fair that was held every year on 
land belonging to the Manor of Maidenhall just 
to the west of the village centre and on the way 
to Cockfield.  The flocks of mature lambs, about 
six months in age, would have travelled from the 
lighter sandy lands that are to be found far to the 
north and east of Felsham on the Brecklands 
and the Sandlings.  Many of the flocks would 
have been shepherded along the old Roman 
roads from Ixworth and the heaths of Norfolk 
while others would have been guided along the 
Rattlesden Valley from Stowmarket.  Some of 
the lambs may have been bought from flock-
masters trading at Earl Soham, about twenty 
miles away to the east beyond Stowmarket.  
Earl Soham hosted a Lamb Fair during late July, 
about three weeks before Felsham’s own. 
 
Felsham had been granted the right to hold an 
annual Fair in 1268 during the reign of Henry III 
and it was arranged to coincide with the Feast of 
the Assumption of the Virgin Mary on 15th 
August and probably lasted for two or three 
days.   In the same royal charter Felsham was 
given permission to hold a weekly Friday 
market. Prior to this date the nearest trading 
place would have been Bury St Edmunds where 

a market and fair had been held since about 
1120 under the auspices of the Abbey.  The 
monks had special rights within the Liberty of St 
Edmunds which covered most of west Suffolk.  It 
is possible that the granting of a market license 
to Felsham merely ‘legalized’ an existing 
informal market that may have operated for 
many years previous to 1268. 
 
The granting of the right to hold a market meant 
that the Lord of the Manor was able to 
substantially increase his income by making 
profits from the proceeds of trade by charging 
tolls on transacted goods and by collecting rent 
for stalls and shops occupied for the duration of 
the market.  In return he was expected to 
enforce the rules that governed trading activity 
in medieval markets.   
 
The setting up of a Fair and Market in Felsham 
was a considerable achievement when it is 
considered how jealously the monks of St 
Edmund guarded their rights.  Clearly, the 
monks thought a market and fair at Felsham 
provided little competition as Felsham was 
sufficiently far from Bury (over seven miles) for 
them to feel safe that it did not impinge on their 
control of local trade.  In any case, the monks 
had a stake in both the Felsham Market and Fair 
as they received a share of the rents and tolls 
collected by the Lord of the Manor of 
Maidenhall.  Moreover, the Bury Market was 
held on Wednesdays and Saturdays whereas 
Felsham’s market took place on Fridays.  

 

 
Map of Felsham showing the main houses and farms in the early 19th century 
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Friday may have been chosen to fit in with other 
local markets for the convenience of traders who 
could visit on consecutive days.  For example, 
Kersey was held on Mondays, Lavenham on 
Tuesdays, Bildeston on Wednesdays and Brent 
Eleigh on Thursdays. 
 
The type of business conducted during the 
annual Felsham fair would have been quite 
different from that at the weekly Friday market.  
The market would have handled the small 
volume, high turnover trade in basic foodstuffs 
such as bread, ale, chickens and eggs whereas 
the traders at the fair would have dealt in bulk 
purchases or more specialist trades, such as 
large livestock, cloth and luxuries.  As we have 
seen Felsham, over time, began to specialise in 
sheep and lambs. 
 
Although the main reason for holding a fair at 
Felsham was to allow for the purchase and 
exchange of goods, its association with a 
religious feast day meant that it was always 
accompanied by an element of merry-making.  
Stall-holders would be determined to attract a 
crowd and any entertainment that drew in 
customers would be very welcome.  The 
medieval fair at Felsham would certainly have 
featured singers, musicians, acrobats, stilt 
walkers and fools.  There would also have been 
archery tournaments and other feats of skill and 
strength.   
 
It is unclear when the sale of lambs became a 
predominant feature of the Felsham Fair.  It was 
probably at the beginning of the 16th century 
when livestock began to be moved considerable 
distances along Suffolk’s drover lanes and 
green roads.  The fact that the Felsham Fair day 
– 17th August - coincided with the time when 
lambs matured and needed to be sold would 
have been a crucial element in its transformation 
into Lamb Fair. 
 

 
Luttrell Psalter 1320–1340, British Library 

 
On the days leading up to the sale of the lambs 
on the 17th August, the Felsham beer-houses 

and inns would have been overflowing with 
shepherds, sheep-buyers and villagers enjoying 
a well-earned holiday.  The corn harvest was yet 
to be gathered in and the labourers could look 
forward to some respite before the onset of the 
busiest time in the agricultural year.  On the two 
village greens and the wide grassy verges 
around Maidenhall manor the local people would 
gather to buy from the pedlars and to listen or 
dance to the hurdy-gurdy, bagpipes, and drums 
that were a regular feature at the Fair. 
 
At Maidenhall Manor, the Lord’s retainers would 
have set up stalls and hurdle enclosures to 
facilitate the easy sale of the lambs.  Many of 
the lambs would stay in the area to be fattened 
up on the local pastures before the onset of 
winter; others would be sold to buyers from 
further west.  In the 18th and 19th century many 
of the lambs would have been fed on turnips in 
fields which would have been sufficiently 
manured to provide a fertile base for the growing 
of barley the following year. 
 

 
Map showing where the Lamb Fair was situated near Maiden 

Hall Farm on the road to Cockfield 
(Felsham Tithe Map, 1838 reproduced by kind permission of 

Felsham PCC) 
 

The origins of field names often go back to 
medieval times and are suggestive of land use.  
The Tithe Map of 1838 records the names of the 
fields to the east of Maiden Hall Farm - Fair 
Close [pasture], Barn Field [arable] and Booth 
Field [arable] – all are suggestive of Fair time 
activities. 
 
Fair Close suggests that this pasture land was 
where the lambs were enclosed and guarded.  
Barn Field could have been the site of a 
permanent barn situated near the Hall itself, or 
perhaps contained temporary shelters made of 
tree boughs and foliage beneath which the 
sheep buyers and local farmers could carry out 
their business.  At the end of the day, these 
shelters may have provided venues for dancing 
and singing.  Booth Field suggests something 
similar – small temporary structures for the sale 
or display of goods for the duration of the Fair. 
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Any minor disputes that arose during the Fair – 
arguments about tolls, disputes over fair trading, 
and general misbehaviour were dealt with 
summarily by the local Court of Piepowders.  
(This strange name seems to have referred to 
the dusty feet [in French, pieds poudrés] of 
travellers and vagabonds – many of whom were 
dealt with by the court overseen by the Lord’s 
steward.  Punishments of offenders typically 
included fines and the possibility of being held in 
a pillory or suffering other humiliating 
experiences such as being drawn along on a 
trestle behind a cart horse.  By the 18th and 
19th century most misdemeanours would have 
been dealt with by the Court of Petty Sessions in 
Bury St Edmunds. 
 
A serious dispute was recorded in 1695 when a 
disagreement about the payment of tolls at 
Felsham Fair was referred to the Duchy of 
Lancaster Court.  Some tenants of the Duchy, 
residing at Clare in south Suffolk and at Thaxted 
in north Essex, claimed that they were exempt 
from all tolls.  The Lord of the Manor, a Mr 
Risby, insisted on payment and eventually won 
the case.  The court proceedings mention that 
two fairs were held annually in or near the town 
of Felsham “where they used buying and selling 
of sheep, lambs, and other cattle, goods, wares, 
and merchandize.” Where was this second fair?  
It may have been held in the adjoining parish of 
Gedding.  Certainly, villages around Felsham 
would have taken advantage of the crowds at 
Felsham Fair to extend their own trading 
activities.  A local newspaper at the beginning of 
the 19th century advertised an auction of 
“horses, steers, heifers, sheep and hogs to be 
held at the Fox & Hounds in Gedding on 
Monday, August 17, 1801, being Felsham Fair-
day.”  However, it is more probable that the 
second fair referred to in the court case of 1695 
was an allusion to the annual Horse Fair held in 
the large village of Woolpit situated a few miles 
to the north-east of Felsham on the main road 
from Stowmarket to Bury St Edmunds. 
 
Felsham’s market was a relatively humble affair 
and probably did not survive beyond the 
medieval period but the fair seems to have gone 
from strength to strength.  The heyday of the 
Felsham Lamb Fair was probably during the 
early 18th century.  But even in the early 19th 
century the newspapers were still reporting 
relatively good trading results.  Thus, in 1824: 
 

“At Felsham Fair on Monday se’nnight, there 
was a large shew of Lambs, which had a 
brisk sale at higher prices than last year, 
supposed about 2s. a head.” 

 
As time went on, however, the livestock trading 
function of the Felsham Lamb Fair like many 
others in the county became less important.  
Lamb sales at annual fairs were being replaced 
by regular auctions in the Suffolk market towns. 
 
There is a rather sad report in the Bury & 
Norwich Post on August 22nd 1827: 
 

“At Felsham Lamb Fair, on Thursday, there 
were but few lambs; one parcel sold for 7s. 
6d. each, and another lot fetched 10s. 6d. 
There were some Scots Beasts, but none 
were sold.” 

 
Clearly the Felsham Lamb Fair was in terminal 
decline. It is possible that the lamb trade at 
Felsham Fair ceased completely in 1830 when 
the owner of Maiden Hall Farm, Mr Samuel 
Farnley, retired and sold up. The Fair continued 
but was moved away from the Maidenhall fields 
and took up residence on Upper Green and on 
the verges in front of the Churchyard and 
opposite the Six Bells Inn. 
 
The character of the Fair changed irreversibly.  
No doubt, some animals were sold but the bulk 
of the trade was in wooden articles, earthenware 
pots, iron goods and the sale of clothing and 
textiles. These would have been items that 
needed to be purchased only once a year rather 
than weekly at the local market or shop.  The 
Fair was now often referred to as a “peddling 
fair” which suggests that much of the trade was 
in small household items which the local shops 
declined to stock or which could be sold at a 
much cheaper rate.  
 
The festive element of the Fair had always been 
present but as the 19th century advanced the 
event became more and more devoted to 
entertainment and leisure. The Felsham Fair 
now became famous for its sparring booths, 
dancing booths, peep shows, swinging boats, 
roundabouts, and its many ginger-bread stalls. 
Toy stalls also did a thriving trade.  Each year, 
the amusements and pleasures at Felsham 
attracted farmers and farm labourers from miles 
around.  People from Hessett, Rattlesden and 
Thorpe thought nothing of walking to and from 
Felsham on Fair-day.  It was a great opportunity 
to renew old acquaintances and to make new 
ones.  Many young couples became engaged at 
the Felsham Fair.   
 
There were numerous side-shows which drew 
curious customers by advertising their presence 
with loud drumming and large posters illustrating 
what could be seen inside.  These included “a 
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wonderful ‘giant’, nearly eight feet in height, 
dressed in Newmarket fashion, ‘white smalls’ 
and ‘jockey boots’, balancing a ‘dwarf lady’ in 
the palm of his hand.”  There were other 
curiosities: a young crocodile, monkeys, snakes, 
fire-eaters, knife-swallowers.  Clowns performed 
and theatrical productions invariably featured a 
beautiful princess and a murderous villain. The 
most popular melodrama was Maria Marten and 
the Murder at the Red Barn. 
 
The biggest attraction at the Felsham Fair was 
William Darby’s Dancing Booth.  William Darby 
was a Miller and Baker from Walsham le 
Willows whose major sideline was to tour the 
fairs of Suffolk with his portable dancing floor 
and his gingerbread stall.  He was frequently in 
trouble with the police for allowing the sale of 
alcohol after hours.  In the 1820s he advertised 
in the Bury & Norwich Post: 
 

WILLIAM DARBY 
Of WALSHAM 

 
Begs Leave to inform his Friends at 
Felsham, and its Vicinity, that his 

COMMERCIAL DINING and DANCING 
BOOTH will be at the above place, for the 
accommodation of the Public, during the 

FAIR.   
Comic Singing will be introduced between 

the Dances. 
Good Wines, Spirits, &c. – None but 

persons of respectability will be admitted. 
 
Crime at the Felsham Fair was always a 
problem.  Petty thieving and pick-pocketing was 
rife as the local newspapers frequently reported.  
However, these petty crimes were over-
shadowed by an event at the fair in 1839 which 
attracted such notoriety that it was reported in 
the national press.   
 

“At Felsham fair, on Monday, a poor 
showman, named Buck, was hurried from 
this scene of folly into eternity by the silly 
practice of shooting at persons in fun or 
“lark”, as these people term it.  A person 
belonging to the fair, named Race, leaded a 
gun with powder and paper only, and 
thinking he was performing a good joke, fired 
it off at the poor man, when the wadding, 
passing into his body, killed him on the spot.  
In the course of the same day an inquest 
was held upon the body, when it was proved 
that the paper wadding of the gun had 
entered the deceased’s breast and wounded 
the left auricle of the heart.  Race was 

brought before the jury, but refused to say 
anything, and a verdict of “Manslaughter” 
was returned against him.” 

 
At the Suffolk Lent Assizes in April 1840, Martin 
Race was found guilty of manslaughter with a 
recommendation to mercy, and was sentenced 
to one month imprisonment.  He had already 
spent six months in prison on remand. 
 
The Fair certainly attracted an unsavoury and 
uncouth element and many Felsham residents 
regarded it with disfavour.  The Rector of 
Felsham, the Reverend Thomas Anderson, was 
a well-known local magistrate and it is unlikely 
that he regarded the local fair and its association 
with the local criminal fraternity with anything but 
distaste.  The well-to-do began to look on 
pleasure fairs as places of great depravity and 
dissipation and actively worked for their 
suppression.  The Rev Anderson is on record as 
supporting a petition against the Bury Fair which 
was regarded by the local middle classes as 
“useless, unnecessary and a danger to the 
public”.  The Bury Fair was abolished in 1871 by 
Act of Parliament. 
 
Similar sentiments no doubt were expressed 
concerning the “pleasures” of the Felsham Fair 
and it soon followed the Bury Fair into oblivion.  
This was the end of a Felsham institution that 
had existed for over 600 years. 
 

Christopher Bornett 
 
Sources of information: 
 
Bailey, Mark, Medieval Suffolk, (Boydell Press, 2007) 
Bornett, Christopher, Felsham Village Life In 1840: The 
Main Documentary Evidence, (WalkingKit publications, 
2011) 
Bury & Norwich Post newspaper 
Dymond, D & Martin, E. (eds.) An Historical Atlas of 
Suffolk, (SCC & Suffolk Institute of Archaeology & History, 
1999) 
Glyde, John (ed), The Autobiography of a Suffolk Farm 
Labourer, (Suffolk Mercury, 1894-95) 
Ipswich Journal newspaper 
Tilley John A.C., Notes for the History of Felsham, c.1950 
(unpublished monograph) 
Walker, Wendy, Essex Markets and Fairs, (ERO, 1981) 

 
Editor: I would be pleased to receive information 
about the early days of the Felsham Street Fair 
which was set up sometime in the 1980s. 
 
“Shopping in Felsham before 1900” 
 
This illustrated article on shopping in Felsham 
from the middle of the 13th century can be viewed 
on the Felsham & Gedding History Group website 
at: http://felshamhc.onesuffolk.net/articles/
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History 
The Chamberlains of Gedding Hall 
 
In recent months G & F Magazine has been 
delighted to establish contact with the extensive 
Chamberlain family who held the lordship of 
Gedding Manor for much of the 15th and 16th 
centuries, straddling a turbulent episode when 
their tenure was forfeited to the King of England 
himself - no less. 
 
Today the Chamberlains are an extensive clan, 
but their connection with Gedding is not 
forgotten.  The names of several Chamberlains 
are to be found in the Gedding Church visitors’ 
book. 
 
We are grateful to Eileen Chamberlain of Eye for 
this account of a topsy turvey century both for 
her family and for the village of Gedding.  
Researchers into family history will be well 
aware that past generations were very sparing 
in their choice of Christian names.  The same 
names come round again and again.  Keep a 
strong nerve, therefore, as you thread your way 
through the Rogers, Roberts and Ralphs of the 
Chamberlain family. TF 
 

 
 
When my husband, Otto Chamberlain, 
became Farm bailiff at Kerrison Approved 
School in 1969 we moved to Suffolk and I 
noticed that we now lived within 15 miles of 
Gedding.  The manor of Gedding appeared 
on Otto’s family tree where the record began 
with Ralph Chamberlaine who was living in 
Gedding in 1471.  (He was the son of Roger 
Chamberlain from Stoke by Nayland).  
Ralph’s son Roger was MP for Suffolk in 
1450 and was a knight. 
 

In 1491 Roger was succeeded by his son 
Sir Robert Chamberlyn, spelling being rather 
haphazard at the time.  Alas, Robert chose 
the wrong side in the Perkin Warbeck 
rebellion in the early years of Henry VII’s 
reign and was beheaded.  His estates were 
forfeited to the crown.  Henry VII was then 
Lord of the Manor of Gedding until 1495 
when he granted it to Roger Ormeston (with 
Thurmedes, Felsham and Rattlesden 
Castle) “to him and his heirs for ever”.  This 
Robert Ormeston later married Lady 
Elizabeth Chamberlain, widow of the 
beheaded Sir Robert.  Ormeston then died 
in 1500, apparently without an heir for on 
the death of Lady Elizabeth Ormeston 
(formerly Chamberlain) her son and heir Sir 
Ralph succeeded to the manor of Gedding 
in 1516 “and thus got back what his father 
had lost”. 
 

 
Henry VII:  King of England 1485-1509 

Lord of the Manor of Gedding 1491-1495 
 
Sir Ralph died in 1521 without a son, so he 
was succeeded by his brother Edward 
whose son, Ralph Chamberlain Esquire, 
attended Henry VIII on the Field of the Cloth 
of Gold and was knighted in October 1553.  
This Ralph Chamberlain was, according to 
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the parish register, buried on 3rd. June 1575 
and was “interred in his own vault”. 
 
My father-in-law, the Reverend Leonard 
Chamberlain, had the Chamberlain coat of 
arms engraved on the back of his watch so I 
knew what I was looking for when I sought 
the coat of arms on the tower of Gedding 
Church   -   and there it was, picked out in 
knapped flint as I remember.  This is said to 
indicate that the tower was repaired by 
someone in the Chamberlain family.  
Perhaps it was Lady Elizabeth in 
thanksgiving that all turned out well in the 
end for her family. 
 

 
External flint work at Gedding Church.   

Top: the insignia of the Virgin Mary. 
Middle:  the Chamberlain arms 
Bottom: another decorative device. 

[photo: Magda Jowers] 
 
In exploring the Chamberlain connection 
with Gedding I found the Suffolk archivist’s 
office very helpful, plus an article in the East 
Anglian (new series) vol. X page 131. 
 
Otto’s family tree was assembled by the 
heralds at the College of Arms in the 1930s. 
 

Eileen Chamberlain.  March 2013. 

Ornithology 
Billy Wix – the Barn Owl 
 
“How stealthily they fly along the lanes, 
dipping behind trees, searching round 
the haystacks, skimming over the 
stubble, and all with an absence of 
sound that scarcely belongs to moving 
life.  Yet though by no means slow of 
flight, the Barn Owl can scarcely be said 
to cleave the air; rather, it fans its way 
onwards with its down-fringed wings, 
and the air, thus softly treated yields to 
the gentle force and retires without 
murmur to allow its passage.” 

 
(Rev C A Johns, quoted in “Birds Britannica” by 

Cocker and Mabey, 2005) 
 

In East Anglia the vernacular name for the barn 
owl is “Will Wix” or Billy Wix”.  Screech owl is 
the name by which it is more generally know 
because of its penetrating, loud shrieking call, 
usually made in flight, as well as its hissing, 
snoring, chirruping and squealing. 
 
This repertoire of strange sounds and their 
ghostly appearance may account for common 
superstition and even fear inspired by the barn 
owl amongst country folk right up to the 1950s.  
For example, it was believed that nailing a dead 
barn owl over a barn door would magically 
protect the barn from thunder and lightning. 
 
These days great efforts are taken to support 
the bird and halt its decline.  Its numbers have 
been reduced by 50 per cent since the 1930s.  
Loss of hunting habitat through agricultural 
change is probably the main cause though the 
loss of nesting sites is also a factor.  Provision of 
nest boxes has helped address the latter.  In 
Felsham, three bird boxes have been erected by 
the youth club, and there is some evidence that 
they have been used for roosting if not for 
nesting. 
 
Severe winters, with lengthy periods of snow 
cover, have been an additional problem.  
About 75% of young barn owls die in the first 
year while survivors usually live for only 
another two or three years, though the oldest 
recorded barn owl in Europe lived to 18 
years. 
 
Severe winter weather, though often 
treacherous for the owl, provides spectacular 
viewing opportunities for the interested watcher.  
The perched owl’s startlingly white ‘heart 
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shaped’ face feathers reflects the snow lying 
beneath.  Though we have seen barn owls 
during the summer in other locations, in 
Felsham we have only observed them in winter, 
usually during exceptionally cold spells.  Our 
first recorded sighting in the meadow behind our 
house was on the 21st January in 2007 at 3.30 in 
the afternoon – a single, isolated sighting. No 
more recordings were made until a memorable 
appearance on the 20th January in 2009 – 
memorable because Barack Obama’s 
inauguration was in full swing on the TV when 
my eye was caught by a large pale shape 
flapping moth-like through the dusk of the 
meadow.  The barn owl quartered the edges of 
the field turning each time it reached the 
boundary to return and continue its search.  
That winter it came back several times at 3.15, 
3.30 and 5 p.m.  On the 2nd February that same 
year it snowed all day and we came across the 
owl again, this time perched on a tree by the 
Felsham allotments, and on another occasion, 
on the footpath by the Wakerley meadows. 
 

 
[photo: Serena Wyman] 

 
No sightings were recorded in 2010, but in 
January 2011, as Brian was cutting our roadside 
hedge and burning the trimmings, a hunting 
barn owl was spotted nearby, quite unconcerned 
by the bonfire’s smoke.  We watched it patrolling 
up and down the meadow for over ten minutes.  
It returned at dusk several times that same week 
and then began to appear in the mornings too.  
At around 8 o’clock each morning it would 

swoop down behind the chestnut tree where the 
meadow grass was shortest. 
No sightings were recorded in 2012, but this 
year [2013] a barn owl appeared on the 21st 
January at 8.30 in the morning.  By some 
strange coincidence this was the day of 
Obama’s inauguration for a second term of 
office.  The owl spent well over an hour flying 
low over the snow covered meadow frequently 
perching on the oak and horse-chestnut trees in 
our garden.  It sat for long periods of time 
swivelling its head staring downwards.  
Occasionally, it dropped to the ground, once 
spreading its wings over the deep snow, 
revealing the beautiful patterned feathers on its 
wings.  It warmed each foot in turn, tucking it up, 
whilst balancing on the fragile looking horse-
chestnut branch with the other leg. 
 
The barn owl returned most days around 
breakfast time and then from late afternoon 
when it was particularly mobile, quartering the 
meadow but frequently dropping down along the 
edge of the stream or behind our hedges.  The 
sun on its feathers highlighted the beautiful 
range of shades, and as it perched, the wind 
would ruffle its soft back feathers.  I watched it 
one day whilst walking a friend’s dog and it was 
so focused on its hunting that it was quite 
unperturbed by our presence. 
 
As the snow melted in the meadow, the owl’s 
day time appearances ceased.  But one 
afternoon while walking beneath a pollarded 
oak we saw a movement and a flash of white 
wing.  The owl was roosting in the hollow 
centre of the tree!   
 
It returned once more that January and then 
again after the late snowfall at the end of March.  
With the temperatures well below freezing, the 
barn owl was once more quartering the 
meadow.  I never saw it with prey in its beak but 
hopefully it survived one of the longest and 
harshest winters we have ever experienced in 
Felsham. 

Joan Bornett 
 
For more information about barn owls or to 
record your own sightings, go to the Suffolk 
Wildlife Trust website: 
http://www.suffolkwildlifetrust.org/barnowl  

 
Please note: deadline for copy for the next 
edition of G&F is 25th November 2013 
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